Sea-ice verification by using binary
image distance metrics
B. Casati, JF. Lemieux, G. Smith, P. Pestieau, A. Cheng
Aim: informative distance metrics
Variable: sea-ice concentration above a threshold
Talk outline:
●
Verification context
●
Metrics from the Hausdorff family and the Baddeley metric
●
Verification of the whole ice pack and of the ice edge
●
Sensitivity to interpolation and grid resolution

Existing Verification Techniques
Traditional (point-by-point) methods:
1. Graphical summary (scatter-plot,
box-plot, quantile-plots).
2. Continuous scores (MSE,
correlation).
3. Categorical scores from
contingency tables (FBI,HSS,PC).
4. Probabilistic verification (Brier,
CRPS, rank histogram, reliability
diagram).
5. Extreme dependency scores (Ferro
and Stephenson 2011 (EDI,SEDI)

There is no single technique
which fully describes the complex
observation-forecast relationship!
Key factors: verification end-user and
purpose; (statistical) characteristics of
the variable & forecast; available obs.

Spatial verification methods:
1. Scale-separation
2. Neighbourhood
3. Field-deformation
4. Feature-based
5. Distance metrics for binary images

●

●

●

account for the coherent spatial
structure (i.e. the intrinsic correlation
between near-by grid-points) and the
presence of features
assess location and timing errors
(separate from intensity error) in
physical terms (e.g. km) – informative
and meaningful verification
account for small time-space
uncertainties (avoid double-penalty)

Distance measures for binary images
Precipitation:
Gilleland et al.(2008), MWR 136
Gilleland et al (2011), W&F 26
Gilleland (2017), W&F 32
Schwedler & Baldwin (2011), W&F 26
Venugopal et al. (2005), JGR-A 110
Zhu et al (2010), Atmos Res 102
Aghakouchak et al (2011), J.HydroMet 12
Brunet and Sills (2015), IEEE SPS 12
Sea-ice:
Heinrichs et al (2006), IEEE trans. GSRS 44
Dukhovskoy et al (2015), JGR-O 120
Hebert et al (2015), JGR-O 120

Account for distance
between objects, similarity in
shapes, ...

●
●
●
●

●
●

Average distance
K-mean
Fréchet distance
Hausdorff metric
➔ Modified Hausdorff
➔ Partial Hausdorff
Baddeley metric
Pratts’ figure of merit

➔

Binary images: alternative
metrics to be used along with
traditional categorical scores
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{

H ( A , B )=max sup ( d ( a , B ) ) , sup ( d ( b , A ) )
a∈ A

b ∈B

}

Distances within the Hausdorff family
Forward distances:

A

Backward distances:

a
b

distances from
each grid-point a
belonging to the
set A, to the set B

B

distances from each
grid-point b belonging
to the set B, to the
set A

Dubuisson and Jain (1994) ”A Modified Hausdorff
Distance for Object Matching” Proc. International Conference on
Pattern Recognition, Jerusalem (Israel) page 566-568.
Test sensitivity to noise:
● Hausdorff is overly-sensitive
● PartHaus does not separate
● ModHaus desired response
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Test distances for edge detection
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Best behaving and most informative

RIOPS vs IMS, Part Haus 75%

Quantile-based
distances
RIOPS 2017
●

RIOPS vs IMS, Part Haus 90%

RIOPS vs IMS, Hausdorff (max=100%)

●

Partial Hausdorff:
Error signal emerges
solely for very large
quantiles (~ 90%);
smaller quantiles
(25%, 50%, 75%)
exhibit trivially zero
distances
Hausdorff Metric:
exhibits very large
distances (caused by
isolated land fast ice)
not representative of
the ice pack error

forward (km)

IMS vs RIOPS, mean distance

Modified Hausdorff,
RIOPS 2017
Reminder: the backward and
forward (mean) distances are
not symmetric:
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RIOPS vs IMS, mean distance
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Differences are due to seaice extent over and underestimation:
Asymmetry is informative!
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Modified Hausdorff,
RIOPS 2017
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Reminder: the backward and
forward (mean) distances are
not symmetric:
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Differences are due to seaice extent over and underestimation:
Asymmetry is informative!

fwd >> bkw: RIOPS forecast
& analysis underestimate the
sea-ice extent (melt ponds
are assimilated as water)

bkw >> fwd: RIOPS analysis overestimates the sea-ice extent (forecast
partially corrects the false alarms)

The Baddeley (1992) Delta (Δ) metric

The Baddeley
Delta accounts
for the similarity
in shape

Δ= 0.5625

Δ= 0.96875

hits = 9; false alarms = 11;
misses = 7; nils = 37

Modified Baddeley metric evaluated on AUB

RIOPS vs IMS, BaddAUB, 2017

The Baddeley metric evaluated on AUB is the most informative summary
measure: correctly diagnoses RIOPS underestimation in August (melt
ponds) and October (Laptev sea); RIOPS analysis exhibits false alarms in
late September, which are partially corrected by the RIOPS forecast.

Partial Conclusions
Sea-ice verification by using the mean error distance, modified
Hausdorff metric and Baddeley metric evaluated on AUB:
● agree with human perception / eye-ball verification
● is informative on false-alarms / misses,
● provides physical distances in km
● no interpolation needed
Hausdorff, Partial Hausdorff and Baddeley metric evaluated over
the whole domain were found to be less informative and/or not
robust.
What is the sensitivity of the distance metrics to the grid resolution
and interpolation?
● Verification results are not affected by interpolation
● However, interpolation to a coarser grid leads to larger distances,
● Whereas, interpolation to a finer grid does not affect distances

RIOPS: sensitivity to interpolation
and grid resolution
Three different approaches for treating the distances of overlapping
ice-packs:

1. no interpolation
all distances (wd)

2. distances=0
for overlapping
ice-packs (wd.zero)

3. RIOPS
interpolated
on IMS grid

RIOPS: sensitivity to interpolation
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GIOPS: sensitivity to interpolation
and grid resolution
Three different approaches for treating the distances of overlapping
ice-packs:

1. no interpolation
all distances (wd)

2. distances=0
for overlapping
ice-packs (wd.zero)

Interpolation
to a finer grid
does not
affect the
distances

3. GIOPS
interpolated
on IMS grid

Ice edge distances
Mean distances and Modified Hausdorff metric, Partial Hausdorff
distances (quantiles = min,10,25,50,75,90,max) and Baddeley
metric (on AUB) are evaluated also for the ice edge.
Filtering:
● no Pacific Ocean
● all ice pack contour
● only ice-ocean edge
● max distance = 500 km
● minimum distance from
land = 50 km
Note: the main features (e.g.
misses in August due to melt
ponds) ought to be captured
no matter the filtering!

Filtering: no Pacif
forward distances (from IMS to
RIOPS) increase dramatically
as winter advances due to the
presence of sea ice beyond
the Bering strait (observed by
IMS, but outside of the RIOPS
domain)

Filtering: max distance = 500 km
Large peak in forward distances (from IMS to RIOPS) in October is
due to observed IMS sea ice features distant more than 500km from
the RIOPS sea ice edge.

Filtering: distance from land > 50 km
Large peak in backward distances (from RIOPS to IMS) in the
second half of September is partially due to RIOPS sea ice along
the coastlines.

●

●

The Baddeley metric evaluated over AUB is again the most
informative summary measure
The main features (e.g. misses in August due to melt ponds) are
well captured no matter the filtering

The quantile-based Partial Hausdorff distances are informative for
the verification of the ice edge, however the quantile of emergence for
the signal can vary ...

The PartHaus distances for the whole ice-pack contour capture the
main features from 10% to 75% (90% starts being dominated by large
mis-informative values)

The PartHaus distances limited to the ice-ocean edge are noisy
and start capturing some of the main features only at 75% or larger
quantiles (slightly better when imposing distance from land > 50 km)

Ice edge distances, RIOPS vs GIOPS, 2018
sensitivity to grid resolution

Models with coarser resolution exhibit larger distances

Conclusions
For the verification of the sea-ice pack and sea-ice edge, the most
informative distance metrics are the (asymmetry of) forward and
backward (mean) distances, modified Hausdorff metric, and the
Baddeley metric (evaluated on AUB). They
● agree with human perception / eye-ball verification
● are informative on false-alarms / misses,
● provides physical distances in km
Quantile-based Partial Hausdorff metrics can be informative,
however their interpretation remains difficult
because the quantile of emergence for the signal can vary.
Verification of sea-ice edge benefits from some filtering (some
necessary, some informative)
Verification results are not overly sensitive to interpolation, however
the distance metrics are affected by the grid resolution (coarser grids
lead to larger distances).

Verification Resources
http://www.cawcr.gov.au/projects/verification/
Forecast verification FAQ: web-page maintained by the WMO Joint Working Group on
Forecast Verification Research (JWGFVR). Includes verification basic concepts, overview
traditional and spatial verification approaches, links to other verification pages and
verification software, key verification references.
http://www.ral.ucar.edu/projects/icp
Web page of the Spatial Verification
Inter-Comparison Project (ICP), which
now is entering its second phase (MesoVIC).
Includes an impressive list of references for
spatial verification studies.
Review article: Gilleland, E., D. Ahijevych,
B.G. Brown, B. Casati, and E.E. Ebert, 2009:
Intercomparison of Spatial Forecast
Verification Methods. Wea. Forecasting,
24 (5), 1416 – 1430.
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Ice-edge verification
forecast
analysis

Image is courtesy of
Angela Cheng (CIS)
Evaluate the distance
between forecast and obs
ice-edge by using the
Baddeley metric and
(partial and modified)
Hausdorff distances
Meaningful verification:
intuitive verification
statistics, provides a
distance in km!
No interpolation
of the forecast
nor of the obs
is required

Distance to
Ice Edge
Image and analysis
by JF Lemieux
(MRD-ECCC)
1.Thresholding: identify
forecast and obs ice
edges.
2.For each RIPS iceedge pixel (with dist
larger that 50km from
coast), evaluate the
distance between ice
edges.
3.Consider median,
mean and max
distance (similarly to
partial, modified and
Hausdorff, but solely
forward distances).

Extras
RIPS vs IMS, 2011
Distance measures &
Categorical Verification

Do we want a metric?
Note: in maths, metric = distance (error measure, the smaller the better)

Definition: a metric M between two sets of pixels A and B satisfies:
1. Positivity: M(A,B) ≥ 0
2. Separation: M(A,B) = 0 if and only if A = B
3. Symmetry: M(A,B) = M(B,A)
4. Triangle Inequality: M(A,C) +M(C,B) ≥ M(A,B)
Metrics are mathematically sound!

… but, are they useful?

The metrics' properties imply:
1. Measures the error (the smaller, the better).
2. Perfect score is achieved if and only if forecast = obs.
3. Result does not depend on order of comparison.
4. If M(O,F1) >> M(O,F2) it means that F2 is much better than F1,
i.e. M(F1,F2) is significantly large (it separates forecasts according
to their accuracy).

Modified Hausdorff,
RIPS vs IMS
Reminder: the backward and
forward (mean) distances are
not symmetric:
≠0
A
B

=0
Differences are due to
inclusion of sea-ice features,
sea-ice extent over and
underestimation.
Asymmetry is informative!

Baddeley Δ metric evaluated on AUB

The Baddeley metric evaluated on AUB is capable of discriminating poor
vs better performance (20th September better than 1st September), and
correctly diagnoses large misses in late August / early September and
large false alarms in mid October. Moreover, BaddAUB is a metric!

20th September better
than 1st September
Large false
alarms?
Large
misses?

Identical
distances

The Baddeley metric behaves similarly to the Hausdorff distance
(poor discriminatory power). Moreover, the Baddeley metric is
sensitive to the domain size (an addition of zeros increases the
distance) and to position of the features within the domain!

Traditional categorical scores evaluated from
contingency tables

False
Alarms

Misses

Predicted

Observed
yes

no

yes

hits

false alarms

no

misses

nils

Hits

Observed

FBI =

hits + alse alarms
Hits + misses

PC =

hits + nils
total

Forecast
hits + nils – hitsrandom – nilsrandom
HSS =

total – hitsrandom – nilsrandom

Contingency table entries, RIPS vs IMS
Annual
cycle

Annual
cycle

Note the range: sea-ice hits and correct water ~ 0.3;
misses and false alarms ~ 0.03

Categorical scores, RIPS vs IMS

The annual cycles of hits and nils
compensate each other. The PC is
mostly affected by false alarms and
misses (range ~ 0.03).
The HSS annual cycle is dominated
by the hits, with influences of the
false alarms and misses.

